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Design your own cart
Part of our Modular Transport system, you can design 
the Balletfloor cart by selecting the most suitable 
frame length.

Efficient loading
Thanks to the foldable handle, your floor can be 
quickly rolled onto the inner plastic tubes.

Optimal floor storage
The PVC tubes ensure the floor is held in a proper 
shape, maintaining its longevity and preventing it 
from being flattened and potentially damaged.

BALLET- 
FLOOR CART

Whether you need to store or transport your 
stage and dance floors, our clever Balletfloor 
cart is there to help you do it efficiently and 
reliably. Based on the width of your floor, you 
can select the ideal length of your cart: 180 
cm, 210 cm or 230 cm.  Six sturdy PVC tubes 
are placed in the base of this cart, onto which 
the floor can be easily rolled.

KEY FEATURES



180 cm 210 cm 230 cm

150 cm 190 cm 200 cm

Length profiles are available:

Floor width 
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Balletfloor cart lengths
Lengths available: 180 cm 210 cm 230 cm

Article code: WABFS016 WABFS019 WABFS021

Dimensions cm: 110 x 180 x 60 110 x 210 x 60 110 x 230 x 60

Set includes
2x Fork-side panel H 110

Article code: WAM2P60

EAN: 8720094425221

Material: powder coated steel

4x Length profles

Article code: WALPSL180 WALPSL210 WALPSL230

EAN: 8720094427720 8720094427713 8720094427706

Material: powder coated steel

6x Ballet floorroll
Article code: WAM2P24 WAM2P25 WAM2P26

EAN: 8720094429472 8720094425184 8720094425191

WLL: 75 kg
Diameter tube: 125 mm
Length cm: 180 210 230

Material: PVC

*boltset and foldable handle are included

Choose the desired length of the cart, based on the width of your stagefloor. 

The thickness of your ballet or stage floor determines how many meters of floor you can roll on each tube.
 - material thickness 1.6  mm: max. 30 meter floor
 - material thickness 2.0 mm: max. 25 meter floor

Castors set of 4
Sets available: 4 x Swivel with brake 2 x Swivel with brake 

2 x Swivel no brake
Article code: WACS160A WACS160B
WLL: 300 kg per castor
Diameter: 160 mm
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